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A Note on This Recording
These songs and stories contain some of the blood and thunder so beloved by children, but I do not believe they will cause any nightmares. They are meant to cause a mixture of laughter and that slight, delicious tingling along the spine. In my own children they evoked just that. I hope it will be so with yours.

Richard Dyer-Bennet, September, 1964

Notes on the Songs and Stories

Side 1

The soldier and the lady. An American folksong which I first heard from Margaret and Fletcher Collins.
The tale of the tales. This, and all the other stories included in this recording, are from "Yes and No Stories," a book of Georgian (Russian) folk tales by George and Helen Papashvili, published by Harper and Brothers. I assume the tales have existed in the oral tradition for many generations, and, as in all such cases, their charm depends greatly upon the telling. The Papashvili's have told them delightfully and I hope I have caught their spirit.
The man who was full of fun. A Georgian folk tale.
The king of the noise. A Georgian folk tale.
The devil and the farmer's wife. An American variant of an Irish folksong.

Side 2

The old gray goose. In the 1940's I worked many times on the same nightclub bill with Huddie Ledbetter, better known as Lead Belly. We swapped many songs, and this is one I learned from him.
The wolf who was a friend. A Georgian folk tale.
The fox and the geese. An American variant of an English folk song.
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Songs with young people in mind
The leprechaun / The piper of Dundee / Come all ye / Three jolly rogues of Lynn / John Peel / The little pigs / Green corn / The tailor and the mouse / Buckeyes Jim / Go tell Aunt Rhodie / One morning in May / The frog went a courtin' / The three crows / Old Langham / Bow down

"Probably we have no greater balladeer in America than Richard Dyer-Bennet . . . . No musically inclined family can afford to miss it."
—Emma Dickson Sherry, Parents Magazine
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Cock Robin / Blow the candles out / Cockleshells / Corn pigs are bonnie / Two maidens went milking / The garden where the prairies grow / The beggarman / Vellie de Noel / Jan Henners / The Turkish Reverser / Woman! Go Home / Eggs and morebones / The ballad's daughter of Islington

"Marvelous: I shall never tire of it and neither will you."
—John M. Conley, Atlantic Monthly

". . . a superb release by a superb artist. Miss it at your peril."
—Howard de Fey, High Fidelity Magazine
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The Lincolnshire poacher / Lowlands / Two comments / I once loved a girl / She moved thro' the fair / The seven little pigs / O speak then my love / Go way old man / The wife wrapped in water's skin / The unfortunate troubadour / My good old man / No hiding place / Le véritable amour / The reaper's ghost

"A feast of balladry . . . He gives each piece its particular character of pain, passion, joy, love, humor, and even an eeriness to those ballads steeped in the lore of the supernatural. His voice and guitar transcend time and space to breathe life into notes and verses."
—The Hartford Times

NEW RELEASE
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Songs of ships, seafaring men, watery groves, card sharpers, a giant ram, an Indian scalping, and one edible rat.
Shallow Brown / The drunken sailor / The mermaid / The willow tree / Hullabalou baby / Billy Bragg / The Eddystone light / The rowing gambler / Hangin' Johnny / The Charleston merchant / Peter Gray / Australian Girls / The Derby ram / Plain language from Truthful James
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